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The toponym Uin Na, historically a name for the kingdom of Chiang Mai and its dependencies and at present an appellation for the eight northernmost provinces of Thailand, is
feund to be spelled either with or without mai t/u): l:'lo:.,'IJ.U1 or l:'l1UU1 . The former is understood to mean '(country of) a million paddy fields' while the latter supposedly signifies 'area of
paddy fields'.
'A million paddy fields' quite easily makes sense since there are other numerical
expressions as vtuu1 (phan nii: 'one thousand paddy fields') and VI~UU1 (mun nii : 'ten thousand
paddy fields'), which refer to administrative districts. 'Area of paddy fields' presents
somewhat of a problem because l:'l1U does not seem to be attested for a vast geographic
region but only for a restricted open place surrounded by trees, a fence or hills, for example
a garden, a yard, a field etc.
My palm leaf copy of the Chiang Mai Chronicle spells Uin Na variously with or without
the mai tho, whereas Notton's printed version of the Chronicle 1 indicates the mai tho throughout. Phongsawadan Yonok2, a modern compilation of earlier sources, spells LanNa with
the mai thO but drops it in the table of contents. Mulasasana in its printed fo rm3 omits the
mai tho. Jinakalamali 4 does not seem to mention the toponym. Present-day writers usually
prefer the orthography without inai tho.
The Chiang Mai National Museum is in possession of an inscribed stone slab 5 which
probably originates from a monastery in the neighbourhood of Chiang Mai. The inscription ·
reports for C.S. 915, third month, first day of the waxing moon (about November - December
A. D. 1553) certain grants to a monastery 'by the King who rules over the two countries,
Lan Chang and Lan Na': "i'l,lJL<~nJu1:m.i.W~'~::~ .. .. b~1~1'1'lf.Wl1YlYJ~~t'le:hm~u~u;,u'lfH;,uu1. Here,
Lan Na and Uin Chang (the former kingdom of Luang Phra Bang) both carry the mai tho.
Since the setting up of inscribed stone slabs recording royal decisions had to be properl y
supervised and witnessed by the authorities, one can conclude that, in the sixteenth century, for
persons connected with both the sangha and the secular administration, Lan Na meant '(country
of) a million paddy fields'.
As for Lan Chang, Coedes6 already has shown that in the sixteenth century it signified
'a million elephants'.
J. Camille Notton, Chronique de Xieng Mai, Paris, 1932.
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